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Parexel Drug Trial, London, UK
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Korean stem-cell case, Woo-suk Hwang
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Public response…
• Scott Fitzgerald's opener to The Great Gatsby, "the rich 

are different from you and me..." is most aptly applied 
today to an elite corps of rich academic scientists. 

• Academia once symbolized a fortress of intellectual 
integrity and the pursuit of science and higher education 
for the common societal good. 

• Today, a brazen culture of lawlessness is pervasive at 
major academic medical centers that have been caught 
engaging in fraud, research misconduct, misappropriation 
of money, falsification of records–even fraudulent reports 
about phantom clinical trials. 

August 17, 2005
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Research community response…
• Five long-standing assumptions/generalizations

Serious misconduct in research is rare
Self-regulation keeps improper behavior in check
Research misconduct is difficult to detect
Research misconduct cannot be prevented
Apart from misconduct, standards for integrity in research are 
high

• Objectives:
Explore whether these assumption/generalizations are accurate
Suggest policy changes needed to foster higher standards for 
integrity in research
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How common is research misconduct?
• Definitions of misconduct vary:

Government definition = fabrication, falsification and plagiarism
Research institutions have broader definitions, e.g. add:

Financial mismanagement
Failure to comply with research regulations
Failure to maintain confidentiality

Researchers view other behaviors as troubling:
Failure to report data, including contradictory data
Using other’s ideas without giving credit
Deceptive data interpretation

• Prevalence of misconduct ~ definition
Broader definitions greater prevalence (more misconduct)
FFP = narrow definition lower estimates of prevalence
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What is known about prevalence?

• Martinson, Nature (June 2005)
Goal:  factors that influence research behavior
Method:

Developed peer-based list of major offenses
Survey to 6,000+ researchers (3,000+ response)
Major question:  “have you done … in last three years?”

• Results
Major offenses, ca. 0.3%
Questionable Research Practices (QRP) ca. 5-15% or higher
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Data from other recent studies
• JM Ranstam, Control Clin Trials (2000)

Survey, 442 biostatisticians, 37% response
51% knew about fraud in medical research

26% involved FF
31% directly involved in projects with misconduct

Estimates of rate, .69% –> .80% (.25% standard)

• Geggie, J Med Ethics (2001)
Survey, 305 new medical consultants, 64% response

55.7% observed misconduct (FF lower)
5.7% committed misconduct in the past
18% would commit in future
17% had research ethics training
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Studies continued
• Gardner, Contemporary Clinical Trials (2005)

Authors pharmaceutical clinical trials (64% response)
1% reported target article misrepresented the research
5% reported fabrication in a study they had participated in over
the last 10 years
17% knew personally of fabrication in a study over the last 10 
years

• Rossner, Journal of Cell Biology 
8 in 800 papers had serious improper digital image manipulation
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How common is research misconduct?
• Standards for significance?

“rare disease” ~ 1 in 200,000 / year
2 M researchers  10 cases / year
ORI & NSF confirm on average twice this number annually
Confirmed cases underestimate actual cases by factor of 10 or 
more

Some researchers suspect but do not report misconduct
Some journals find but do not report misconduct
Some research institutions do not pursue rigorous investigations

• Research misconduct is not “rare”
depending on definition, FFP could taint > 1 in 1,000 researchers
2 M researchers  2,000 cases / year
Studies of research behavior confirm these estimates!
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Does self-regulation keep misconduct in check?

• Key mechanism is thought to be replication
Purdue case driven primarily by inability to replicate
Bell Labs/ Schön Case, inability to replicate raised questions

Co-authored dozens of papers on superconductivity
Other researchers could not replicate his results
Bell Labs appointed investigation (Beasley)  committee
16 papers found to have fraudulent data

Science retracted 7 papers, Nature retracted 8 

• Failure to replicate raises questions; does not guarantee discovery
• Schön’s misconduct discovered by reviewers & readers, no co-authors
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Quality control in research

• Regulatory enforcement
IRB, IACUC, audits…

• Funding peer review 
• Publication peer review
• Replication 
• Application

IND, patents, copyrights…

Research Team

(internal)

Review settingsPI

PostdocsGraduate 
Students

Staff

Graduate 
Students Staff

Official Review(external)

• Other review and detection
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How is misconduct detected?
• Hwang case

PI

PostdocsGraduate 
Students

Staff

Graduate 
Students Staff

TV Station/Blogs

News reports

Co-author withdraws

Duplicate images discovered

More news reportsUniversity 
investigation

• Other review and detection

Official Review
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Discovery of research misconduct
• Who discovers

Research mentors/advisors
Students & research staff
Grant peer reviewers
Journal editors & peer reviewers
Clinical trial auditors
Journal readers
Government auditors

• Process of discovery
Part of regular review process
Accidental discovery

Early/pre-publication

Late/post-publication

• Self-regulation works, but has serious weaknesses
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Is misconduct difficult to detect?
• Hwang case, some obvious problems

“In another example, [Schatten] reported that he was told by
Dr. Hwang in the middle of January, 2005 that some 
contamination of the cells had occurred. Dr. Schatten’s 
reaction was apparently to accept Dr. Hwang’s assurance that 
this problem was a minor nuisance.
Dr. Schatten did not extrapolate to conclude that if new cell 
lines had to be started in middle or late January there would 
not have been enough time to grow and analyze them by 
March 15, the date of the first manuscript submission.”
(Pittsburgh Report)

• More attention to supporting data (or lack thereof) 
might have led to earlier discovery
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Misconduct is often not subtle or clever
• Obvious mistakes

Sudbø reported results from trials that had not been conducted, 
did not vary patient data
Schön repeated figures, reported unrealistic results
Hwang did not falsify “supportive” data

• Inattentive co-authors and collaborators
Poehlman, MD co-author did not track patients
Batlog did not verify Schön’s experiments or look at his 
equipment
Schatten did not look carefully at the data

• More “organized skepticism” (Mertonian norm) would
improve quality control
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Can misconduct be prevented?
• Francis Collins / Amitav Hajra case

UM MD/PhD student, went to NIH with Collins
Fabricated/falsified data in 5 papers
Findings:  NIH GUIDE, Vol. 26, Num. 23, July 18, 1997

• Collins role
“Collins was praised for the forthright way he handled the case of 
misconduct, which had been discovered by a reviewer of a paper 
that Hajra had submitted to the journal Oncogene.” (Cell, March 
10, 2006)

• Might have been detected earlier if not prevented by 
regular checks of laboratory notes

“[the experience] caused me to become more skeptical, which is 
something I am not entirely happy about.”
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Is integrity in research otherwise high?  

QRP ~ 10% <–> 50%

High or highest 
standards ??

Misconduct ~ 0.1% <–> 1%Research behavior
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Questionable Research Practices
• Identified in name by NAS, 1992 

“Questionable research practices do not 
directly damage the integrity of the 
research process and thus do not meet the 
panel's criteria for inclusion in the 
definition of misconduct in science. 

• Felt to have minimum consequence
… they deserve attention because they can 
erode confidence in the integrity of the 
research process, violate traditions 
associated with science, affect scientific 
conclusions, waste time and resources, and 
weaken the education of new scientists.”

(NAS, Responsible Science, 1992, p. 28)
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Findings in the Martinson study

9.520.615.510. Changing the design, methodology or results of a study in response to pressure 
from a funding source

12.812.212.59. Overlooking others' use of flawed data or questionable interpretation

6.09.07.68. Circumventing certain minor aspects of human-subject requirements

5.36.56.07. Failing to present data that contradict one’s own previous research

0.82.41.76. Unauthorized use of confidential information

1.01.71.45. Using another’s ideas without obtaining permission or giving due credit

1.41.31.44. Relationships with students, research subjects or clients that may be interpreted 
as questionable

0.30.40.33. Not properly disclosing involvement in firms whose products are based on one‘s 
own research

0.40.30.32. Ignoring major aspects of human-subject requirements

0.50.20.31. Falsifying or ‘cooking’ research data

EarlyMidAllTen Top Behaviors

= Federal definition of misconduct
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Martinson continued

27.327.727.516. Inadequate record keeping related to research
projects

16.514.315.315. Dropping observations or data points from
analyses based on a gut feeling that they
were inaccurate

12.214.613.514. Using inadequate or inappropriate research
designs

8.912.410.813. Withholding details of methodology or results in
papers or proposals

7.412.310.012. Inappropriately assigning authorship credit

3.45.94.711. Publishing the same data or results in two or
more publications

EarlyMidAllOther behaviors
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Al-Marsouki, Contemp Clin Trials 26(2005)

• Over-interpretation of “significant" findings in small trials 83
• Selective reporting based on p-values 80
• Selective reporting of outcomes in the abstract 76
• Subgroup analyses done without interaction tests 75
• Negative or detrimental studies not published 68
• Putting undue stress on results from subgroup analysis 68
• Inappropriate subgroup analyses 64
• Selective reporting of (i) subgroups (ii) outcomes (iii) time points 64
• Selective reporting of positive results/omission of adverse events data 60
• Failure to report results or long delay in reporting 60
• Post-hoc analysis not admitted 59
• Giving incomplete information about analyses with non significant results 56
• Analysis conducted by the sponsor of the trial 54

• Over-interpretation of “significant" findings in small trials 83
• Selective reporting based on p-values 80
• Selective reporting of outcomes in the abstract 76
• Subgroup analyses done without interaction tests 75
• Negative or detrimental studies not published 68
• Putting undue stress on results from subgroup analysis 68
• Inappropriate subgroup analyses 64
• Selective reporting of (i) subgroups (ii) outcomes (iii) time points 64
• Selective reporting of positive results/omission of adverse events data 60
• Failure to report results or long delay in reporting 60
• Post-hoc analysis not admitted 59
• Giving incomplete information about analyses with non significant results 56
• Analysis conducted by the sponsor of the trial 54

• Practices felt likely to occur and adversely impact research
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Adverse impact of QRP > FFP
• Impact of FFP is limited

Relatively few “major” cases

Little evidence of misleading the 
course of science 

Some positive outcomes

• Impact of QRP is significant
Duplicate publication distorts
meta-analyses

Biased design misleads policy making
Inadequate literature review can
adversely impact human subjects
Improper conflicts of interest can distort research 
results
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Conflict of Interest Studies
• Bekelman (2003), JAMA

Meta-analysis of 37 COI studies (1,000s of trials)
Positive correlation (3.60 OR) , industry sponsorship & positive 
outcomes

• Lexchin (2003), BMJ
Meta-analysis of 30 COI studies
Positive correlation (4.05 OR), industry sponsorship & positive 
outcomes

• Friedman (2004)
398 publications, NEJM and JAMA
Correlation (2.35-2.64 OR), industry/positive outcomes
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Conclusions and recommendations
• Research agree that standards for integrity should be high 
• Evidence suggests that standards fall short of this mark

FFP is not rare
QRPs are fairly common & have serious adverse impacts 

Undermine the objectivity and accuracy of the research record
Waste public funds
Erode public confidence
Discourage careers in research/science

• Two options for raising standards for integrity
Improved self-regulation
More effective government regulation
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Improved self-regulation
Improved quality control

Better supervision and mentoring
More careful review (grant, publication, promotion)
Report suspected problems (FFP, QRP, Adverse events…)

Clearer, more specific guidelines
Authorship
Conflict of interest
Data management, interpretation, and storing
Digital images

Better training
Basic introduction to responsible research practices
On-going, across-the-training spectrum reinforcement
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More effective government regulation (I)
Strengthen problem assessment

Identify practices & behaviors that:
Waste research funds
Undermine the usefulness and objectivity of findings
Weaken public confidence in research
Mislead policy making
Adversely impact public health and safety

Establish regulatory priorities based on risk/ impact assessment, 
not arbitrary definitions (i.e. FFP)

• Areas for support, coordination and education
Funding agencies (finish adoption of 2000 OSTP definition) 
Quality assessment and audit offices (AHRQ, FDA …)
Inspectors General (better education & coordination)
Research on Research Integrity (increase funding)
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More effective government regulation (II)
Broaden government authority if institutional and 
professional commitments do not improve

• Areas for support, coordination and education
Replace “plagiarism” with “practices that significantly
compromise the accuracy and objectivity of the research 
record, waste public funds, or endanger human lives”
Extend obligations to report misconduct to scientific journals 
that publish government-supported research
Strengthen RCR training requirements

However accomplished, all researchers should be introduced to the 
fundamental of the responsible conduct of research
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